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Conceptual Design
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Vehicle Access Changes
Rotokauri Transport Hub

- **Tasman Road speed change**: 80 → 50
- **Proposed bus-only section of Tasman Road (between Chalmers Road and Future Road)**
- **Maintain local access to property**
- **Other motor vehicles go around**
- **Pedestrian bridge connects to The Base**
- **Mitre10**
- **Future road network**
- **Existing road network**

`Images are conceptual and subject to changes`
Walking and Cycling Concept
Rotokauri Transport Hub
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Connection to existing active modes network

Separate off-road walking and biking facilities

Shared walking and biking path on each side of the road

Future Road open at same time as transport hub

Future Road

Proposed Transport Hub

To Kowhai East Road
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Arthur Porter Drive

Wairere Drive

Connection to existing active modes network

Pedestrian bridge connects to The Base

Mitre 10

The Base

Shared walking and cycling paths through transport hub

Shared walking and biking path on each side of the road
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Future road network

Existing road network